Approved Japanese Language Programs

SUMMER LANGUAGE PROGRAMS:

• Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies Summer Program
  http://www.stanford.edu/dept/IUC

• Hokkaido International Foundation Summer Intensive Japanese Language Program
  with a Home-stay in Hakodate, Japan
  http://www.hif.or.jp/en/

• Princeton-In-Ishikawa Summer Intensive Program of Japanese Language
  http://www.princeton.edu/~pii/

• Center for Japanese Language and Culture--Doshisha University
  http://cjlc.doshisha.ac.jp/ryugaku/english/studyinkyoto/front_04/index.html

• UNC-Chapel Hill Tokyo Summer Program
  http://studyabroad.unc.edu/asia/Japan

• Summer Courses in Japanese at International Christian University in Tokyo
  http://subsite.icu.ac.jp/scj/

• Ritsumeikan University Summer Japanese Program
  http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/eng/international_programs/rsjp/index.shtml

• KCP International Language Institute
  www.kcpinternational.com

ACADEMIC YEAR LANGUAGE PROGRAMS:

• Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies
  http://www.stanford.edu/dept/IUC

• The Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies
  Contact Trudi Reinheardt at Overseas Studies Program

Note: Please see the Association of Teachers of Japanese web site http://www.colorado.edu/ealld/atj for further information on language programs in Japan.

*There may be other credited language programs not listed. Please consult with the Japanese Language Program Coordinator in the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures to determine program eligibility.
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